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Three Turkish state banks plan to exit Russia’s Mir payments system over U.S. warnings of
sanctions, Bloomberg reported Tuesday, citing an unnamed senior Turkish official.

On Wednesday, Turkish broadcaster NTV reported there were no banks left in Turkey that
accept Mir, which translates as "World" from Russian.

Turkiye Halk Bankası, TC Ziraat Bankası and Turkiye Vakıflar Bankasi, Bloomberg reports,
plan to stop processing payments using Mir following similar decisions by two of Turkey’s
major private banks last week.

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan last week discussed alternatives to Mir with his top
finance officials, who had also held discussions with their Russian counterparts. Erdogan has
to date not joined Western sanctions over Russia's invasion of Ukraine and has served as a
mediator on a UN-backed grain deal.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-09-27/turkish-state-banks-set-to-exit-russia-s-mir-after-us-warning
https://www.ntv.com.tr/ntvpara/son-dakika-haberikamu-bankalari-rus-odeme-sistemi-mirden-cikti,sCi2l01nu0C7auyLfzNR4w
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2022/09/20/major-turkish-banks-halt-use-of-russias-mir-payment-system-a78837
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5572763


But the Mir suspensions mark a subtle shift in his neutral posture after traveling to the United
States for the UN General Assembly, according to Bloomberg.

Turkey, a popular destination for Russians fleeing the war in Ukraine and President Vladimir
Putin’s military call-up this month, is expected to announce an official decision on Mir cards
as soon as this week. 

Following the news, the Kremlin criticized Washington for pressuring Turkish banks to stop
processing Mir bank card payments, dampening booming trade between the countries amid
Moscow's military offensive in Ukraine.

"It's clear that banks and economic operators are under the strongest possible pressure from
the United States and they are threatened with secondary sanctions on the banking system.
And this decision, of course, was made under this unprecedented pressure," Kremlin
spokesman Dmitry Peskov said.

More than half of Russia’s population is estimated to have a Mir card, which Russia began
developing in 2015 to bypass Western sanctions.

Some banks in other Russia-friendly countries including Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and
Tajikistan have also suspended the use of Mir.

Armenia, Belarus and Kyrgyzstan remain the few countries that still accept Mir cards. 

Mir’s suspensions curtail the ability of Russian nationals abroad to carry out non-cash
transactions after Western sanctions rendered their Russian-issued Visa and Mastercard
cards unusable.

The U.S. Treasury this month warned banks outside the United States that dealing with Mir
“would risk supporting Russia’s efforts to evade U.S. sanctions.”

After Turkey’s suspension, Vietnam and South Korea remain the only nations that are not
former members of the Soviet Union to accept Mir.
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